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About This Game

Death Rings of Jupiter is a 2d retro bullet hell shooter, set in the dense asteroid fields that make up the rings of Jupiter.
It features original gameplay that mixes classic gravity games and platformers.

Hidden somewhere in the rings of Jupiter, there is treasure, and it's guarded by an infestation of alien monsters.
You steal a ship, fire up your percolator and set the controls for the epic gas giant.

While you dust off your trusty lasers, fear creeps into the back of your mind.
No one that has gone into the rings of Jupiter has ever returned.

Game Features

A Space survival bullet hell shooter. Mixing slow paced asteroid hopping with fast paced battles that can have hundreds
of bullets and enemies on screen.

Freeform gameplay where you choose your own path and discover strategic approaches to defeating the three bosses.
Upgrade your character, visit shops, find chests and items.

Retro pixel art graphics including 200 bizarre and colourful pixel art aliens that burst into pixels when they die. The feel
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of classic games but with smooth controls and a 60fps framerate.

Be at home in empty space with a big sci-fi synth and drum soundtrack, by VI-RES. And wicked title and win screens by
Illustrator Joyous Colley.

Procedurally generated guns, enemies and levels in each run. Find weapons like double shot exploding sniper, rapid fire
flaming quadshot and poisonous homing lasers!

Inspired by classic games like Gravity Force, Exile, Soldat, and Abuse.

This game is challenging, and like classic games, it doesn't hold your hand. Beginners and casual players can relax in
EASY mode.

Built in auto-fire, no memory hacks required!

Find more music by Vi-Res at discocinematic.bandcamp.com
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Title: Death Rings of Jupiter
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Albatross Wirehead
Publisher:
Albatross Wirehead
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8GHz or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: Any Windows Compatible Soundcard

Additional Notes: 30fps mode available for low end pc's

English
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death rings of jupiter

I'm not much of a racing fan, or of competitive sports in general, but this game offers amazing graphics, beautiful maps, and
reminds me of the fun and open world of ATV Off Road Fury series for PS2. I would definately recommend this!. Fantastic
little run through. Quite a bit of fun. Became more fun after I configured the Steam Controller to the correct mappings.
Keyboard by itself was just a touch frustrating!. HOW DO I MAKE THIS GAME GO FULL SCREEN THATS MY ONLY
PROBLEM SO FAR AND NO WAY TO LOOK AROUND THE COKPIT TO SEE WTF YOUR DOING ( SOZ FOR CAPS
ITS BROKEN)

After half an hour of playing this game i really RECOMEND you dont buy this crap save your money for somthign else.....

+has geforce effects
thats it. I really enjoy playing this game, it's a good mix of tower defence and 2D shooter action. As of now it is worth buying,
though for some it may seem unfinished for there's not much content as of right now. I'm hope that the developer keeps
improving the game, since there is so much room for it. Here are some points that definitely need more work:
-Obvious lack of levels (but I suppose they will come naturally).
-Lack of further upgrades for later waves in survival (at first you feel OP when you buy every upgarde, but after a while you
just can't kill anything).
-More weapons for the player and the towers would be nice.
-Make the upgrade station actually upgrade things (the drones are nice, but there should be a way to improve your damage
output on the later stages).
-Bosses feel OP at first but later on you can just steamroll them, while the regular waves seem to get more and more out of
control. It is fun for a while, sure, but it brings me to my next point.
-The game tends to crash on later waves in survival when the game throws like a million enemies at you
  I have more suggestions, but I think these will do for now. If the dev actually responds to feedback and keeps improving the
game, that will be super awesome, thanks.

P.S: There's a thread where you can actually post your suggestions but I feel like this review can still say tell soamething about
the game before one may consider buying it.. Whilst the gameplay of this superhero themed, side-scrolling shooter is fun
enough, it's actually the awesome cutscenes that steal the show. Worth the price of admission for the laughs you'll get out of
those alone.. if you like this, you may like Geneforge, it's not as free, but it is more contained
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I'm afraid that I can't really recommend this as a game...

Artistically, this game has definite style both graphically and on the sound/music front. The writing and story are pretty good as
well. However, my big complaint is that there is no actual game... Burly Men at Sea is effectively a "Choose Your Own
Adventure" book in interactive form. You will make precisely THREE decisions in the course of a play-through. And there's no
particular challenge to those decisions. That's it for ~15 minutes of your time.

Perhaps I had higher expectations, as I was expecting a more traditional point-and-click style adventure game. But if you're a
fan of adventure and/or puzzle games, I suspect you'll find this a disappointing experience.. good game needs work and more
players
. A decent little tower defense\/side scrolling shooter.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/jL-tbrTbogE. The Good:
-Improved audio and video.
-Fun weapons (homing rpg, spider sperm gun, black hole gun, etc.).
-Unique worlds to visit.

The Bad:
-Unengaging story.
-Ridiculously slow player walk speed (I'm not sure what possessed the developer the option to walk even slower).
-The load times. Oh dear God, the load time.

Don't buy this game.. The third and final volume of Corona Blossom wasn\u2019t as good as I was expecting, to be honest.
There\u2019s a lot of fan service, and the story definitely felt unfinished to me.

A lot of things were left without a proper explanation, important things that caught our attention on the previous games and on
this one too. Still, I somewhat enjoyed the visual novel and its very ending, and I hope that the developers can make an
additional chapter to explain what was left unfinished.

6\/10. As usual, the art and BGM are great, dialogues are funny and enjoyable, etc. But like I already said, I think that this final
volume had a lot of potential that wasn\u2019t explored. Get it on a sale if possible to complete your collection.. It is a
sourcebook on PDF for the Shadowrun PnP game version 5. You find it in the folder called Shadowrun 5th Edition in the Extra
folder. The Extra folder will be in the Shadowrun Chronicles game folder. I was able to copy the folder to my documents folder
and open the pdf. It has 489 pages full of words, tables and pictures. Looked like any other Source book from the various
publishers of the Shadowrun universe. This is the latest from Catalyst games publisher. This is the Rule book for Shadowrun
pen and paper game version 5. There is also a separate character sheet pdf and Errata pdf. You also need a large number of 6
sided dice to play.

Get it if you are interested in being a GM for Shadowrun PnP game or going to play Shadowrun on paper. Better if you buy on
deep sale.

http:\/\/www.drivethrurpg.com\/product\/115985\/Shadowrun-Fifth-Edition-Core-Rulebook

https:\/\/store.catalystgamelabs.com\/

http:\/\/www.shadowruntabletop.com\/products-page\/getting-started\/shadowrun-fifth-edition\/
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